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Bring the world into your classroom!

Current Events

Language Arts

Economics

Math & Statistics

Business & Financial Literacy

Physics

U.S. History

Engineering

Global Studies

2012, Continuing Coverage of the Arab Spring

2011, New Edition of Huckleberry Finn released

2010, Census Data Paints New Picture

2010, Dow Drops 998 Points

1817, Thomas Jefferson Letter

2010, Newton’s Third Law of Motion

2010, Americans Invest In Gold

2009, Slapshot Physics

1989, The Fall of the Berlin Wall

The Indiana Department of Education office of eLearning brings access to more than 18,000 current events and
primary source videos aligned to Indiana standards for use in class, in research, and from home! Explore the
resource at:

http://Indiana.nbclearn.com
RELEVANT AND INSPIRING

PRIMARY SOURCES

Short 2- to 5-minute videos are engaging, relevant and
inspiring, and help students develop critical thinking skills.

Hear the speeches, watch the events, and witness the greatest
moments, as they were recorded by NBC News cameras.

ORIGINAL VIDEO

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

Award-winning original video series like “Science of
NFL Football” and “Finishing the Dream: Learning from
the Civil Rights Era”

With personal accounts, students can access the
resources from any device, any time.

UPDATED DAILY

SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY

Updated every weekday with the latest current events and
human interest stories from around the world.

Each resource is carefully selected to be K-12 appropriate and
meets the highest NBC News Standards and Practices.

ALIGNED TO STANDARDS

PERSONAL PLAYLISTS

More than 18,000 primary source videos, documents, and
images aligned to state standards and the Common Core (CCSS).

Playlists make it easy to keep resources organized and can
be accessed from school, library, or home.
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Key Features
INTERACTIVE CueCard Media Player
Bottom
•

SAVE/EMBED: Add a CueCard to your playlist or embed into a
Learning Management System

•

NOTES: Write personal notes on the CueCard

•

SHARE: Email, share, and link to social media

•

PRINT: Includes CueCard metadata and transcript

•

DOWNLOAD: Save the CueCard to our Adobe AIR-powered Offline
Player

Front

Back

•

Transcript Drawer

•

Bibliographic Information

•

Full Screen HD Videos

•

Brief description to give context on the story

•

Related Videos

•

Related keywords that are hyperlinked to do cross-content searches

•

Closed Captioning

•

Citation generator

SEARCH
•

You can narrow searches by keyword, date, collection, source, or type.

•

The resources can be sorted and displayed in different ways, such as thumbnail view or list view.

PLAYLIST
•

As a registered user, you are able to create an unlimited number of playlists that you are able to categorize and then share with
colleagues and/or students.

NOTES:

For more information, please email us at contactus@nbclearn.com. You can also visit our Toolkit
for additional resources such as tutorial videos and best practices.

